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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2016030072A1] The invention relates to a radial press (1), for the radial deformation of a work piece carried out centrally in relation to a
pressing axis (X), comprising: two pressing parts (4, 5) that can be moved in relation to one another along a drive axis (A) by a drive unit (6); and a
pressing tool having a set of pressing jaws which is received in a tool mounting area (13) defined between the pressing parts (4, 5), and which has
pressing jaws (P) arranged concentrically about the pressing axis (X), the distance of which pressing jaws in relation to the pressing axis depends on
the position of the two pressing parts (4, 5) in relation to one another. In addition, a centring device (14) is provided which extends between the two
pressing parts (4, 5), cooperates with same, and has a centring body (23). By means of a system formed by control rods (16, 17) coupled to the two
pressing parts, the centring body (23) is constantly maintained in a mid-position in relation to the pressing parts or in a fixed geometric relationship in
relation to the mid-position, irrespective of the position of the pressing parts in relation to one another.
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